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Some press comments on the 1980 edition ...

Climate & Capitalism is pleased and proud to re-publish this historic
and long-unavailable document of the ecosocialist movement. It was, I
believe, the first time that the word “eco-socialism” appeared in the title of
any publication, and one of the first times that it appeared in print at all.

“It is quick and easy to read, and is a fine introduction
to the subject.” (Leeds Other Paper)

Eco-Socialism in a Nutshell was originally published in 1980,
by Writers and Reader Cooperative in London, UK. Publication
was arranged by Stan Rosenthal, a founding member of the
Socialist Environment and Resources Association.
On the origin of the pamphlet, Stan writes:
“Having read Nuclear Power for Beginners [published by Writers
and Readers in 1978] I was struck by how brilliantly certain
parts of it encapsulated the broader message that we in SERA
(the Socialist Environment & Resources Association, founded in
1973) were trying to get over to the Labour movement here.
“I therefore approached Writers & Readers (Lisa Appignanesi) to
see whether they would agree to me making them up as a SERA
pamphlet with an introduction by myself, which they obviously did.
“Stephen Croall, the author of Nuclear Power for Beginners,
agreed to his work being used in the pamphlet and acknowledged
his debt to SERA material for some of the ideas.
“The pamphlet was then reviewed by various newspapers, distributed
to left bookshops and generally touted around at SERA events.
I also sent copies to leading members of the Labour Party.”
In some ways, Eco-Socialism in a Nutshell shows how new and
under-developed the concept of eco-socialism was in 1980. But
there is much in it that today’s movement can learn from, especially
its insistence on a class approach to the environmental crisis.
Many thanks to Stan for sending Climate & Capitalism a mint-condition
copy of the pamphlet for scanning, and to the current copyright owner,
For Beginners LLC (http:// www.forbeginnersbooks.com) for granting
permission to make it available to a new generation of reds and greens
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“For those lefties who find the Ecology Party not red enough, nor
the Labour Party green enough, there is eco-socialism. Perkily
publicized in a new words and cartoons booklet ... this -ism
plots the pedal-driven road to revolution.” (The Observer)
“No doubt its title will convince the mainline Labour trads that
SERA is just freaky and fringe. And as it takes the form of a strip
cartoon, you can’t take it seriously, can you? Oh yes you can, for
this is a serious attempt to popularize ideas which ought to be in the
mainstream of political debate. Author and artist Stephen Croall and
Kaianders Sempler have packed in with great visual punch most
of the key points which we have come to sum up as the ecological
perspective. Obligatory reading for the NEC.” (The Guardian)
“This booklet cleverly outlines in cartoon form the blending of the Labour
movement with those of the growing ecological lobby – the coming together
of the Greens and the Reds – and shows how you can help turn their vision
into reality. There are many questions to be answered and this booklet
manages to provide in an easily-digested form, the answers to most of
the questions and doubts of interested people both inside and outside the
ecology movement. It is well worth getting hold of a copy.” (Good Earth)
“Eco-Socialism in a Nutshell is a positive, cheerful and optimistic
alternative to the ‘doomster’ image commonly associated
with the environmental movement.” (Brighton Voice)
“Eco-Socialism is the fusion of ecology and socialism, seen by many
people as the only hope for saving the world. The Socialist Environment
and Resources Association have attempted to show in this cartoon
pamphlet … how this concept has been formed by a blending of the
ideas of the labour movement and the ecological lobby. Unfortunately
this tantalizingly brief summary reflects just how under-developed
eco-socialist ideas are, stopping with ‘All we have to do is get there
…’ Exactly, but how? SERA uses the cartoon format because ‘too
many important messages are sunk without trace under the weight
of the words in which they appear.’ But this is not the case with the
under-nourished infant called eco-socialism. If it is to survive in these
violent times, it actually needs – right now – more of these words to
build itself the theoretical backbone it currently lacks.” (Time Out)

